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Digital Coast Overview
Approach: Bring the geospatial
and coastal management
communities together
Outcome: A constituent-driven,
integrated enabling platform
supporting coastal resource
management

Approximately 250 people
around the country
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A Broad Spectrum Approach:
Facilitating Use and Application
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Digital Coast: Data
• Over 80 terabytes of
high-resolution
elevation data, land
cover data, and
orthoimagery
• 350+ web mapping
services

• Linkages to over 40
national-level coastal
data sets
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Back to LiDAR…lets get to the details!
• Got LiDAR? – Who’s got it and where
can I get it?
• What’s the latest and greatest?
– Sources and Keeping Current

• Accuracy Measures, Coordinates, and
Formats
• Considerations for Deriving Products
Using Lidar in a GIS
– Points, Contours, and DEMs
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Finding LiDAR data using the “Heavy Hitters”

U.S. Interagency Elevation Inventory

Provides a comprehensive resource of known high-accuracy
topographic and bathymetric data sets for the U.S. and its
territories.
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U.S. Interagency Elevation Inventory
Collaborative effort - NOAA, USGS,
FEMA, NRCS, USACE, USFS, NPS
Updated bi-annually
Includes planned, in progress, and
completed projects
2481 lidar and IfSAR data sets
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Elevation Inventory Goals
Provide a single resource for a nationwide
inventory of high-resolution topographic and
bathymetric data
Raise
Inform and
awareness of,
and increase
Help prevent
encourage
Help identify
access to,
duplication in collaboration
data gaps
collection
in future
existing
collections
elevation
data
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Digital Coast: Data Access
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Data Access Viewer

Allows users to discover and make custom requests or bulk download imagery, land
cover, and elevation data in the coastal regions of the United States and territories.
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Data Access
Elevation Data
DataViewer
Access–Viewer
644 coastal data
sets

4.1 trillion points

Custom points,
rasters, contours
Custom datums,
projections,
formats
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“Checking Out” the Data Access Viewer
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Metadata!
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Bonus! Current and On-going LiDAR Collects for Oregon
There are many US Forest Service data sets in the works. There are 5 larger
data sets that are also either Planned/Funded or In Progress.

• 2019 South Coast OR
Lidar
• 2019 Rogue Siskiyou
National Forest Lidar
• 2019 Oregon Lidar
Consortium Metro
Lidar
• 2018 USFS Lidar:
South Clackamas

• 2018 USFS Lidar:
Willamette
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3DEP Program – The National Map
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Also available and not very obvious, users can also download the contractor
delivered DEMs at this
link: ftp://rockyftp.cr.usgs.gov/vdelivery/Datasets/Staged/Elevation/OPR/. The
reports and breaklines for newer data sets are also often available in the las
point cloud metadata folder.
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What’s the Latest and Greatest?
Key Note: A lot of new and emerging technology regarding LiDAR

Many good sources for keeping up to date with current trends

https://lidarnews.com/articles/single-photon-lidar-best-sensor/

LiDAR Accuracy Measures – Very Important!!
95% Confidence Level
• The NSSDA (National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy) provides guidance for reporting
geospatial accuracy in the U.S. government. It specifies reporting the 95% confidence level.
This means the value of error at which we expect 95% of the errors to be at or below that
value.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
• If errors are normally distributed, you can compute the root mean square error and multiply
by 1.96. You’ll see this a lot in lidar data reports. We typically expect the non-vegetated areas
will have normally distributed errors, so this works well. Note that it means that 10 cm RMSE
is the same as 19.6 cm at 95% confidence, so that answers the original question.

Standard Deviation
• It is similar to, but a bit more complicated than the RMSE. One drawback to the standard
deviation is that it doesn’t stand alone very well. You might have a point cloud with a
standard deviation of 5 cm, which sounds pretty good, but if the mean error is 1 meter you
may have to reconsider. In contrast, the RMSE for such a dataset would be near 1 meter.
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Accuracy Measures
Depth Dependent
• Finally, there are the accuracy standards used by the IHO (International Hydrographic
Organization). It’s a 95% confidence level for total vertical uncertainty (TVU), but
incorporates a depth component such that the uncertainty increases with depth.
Conclusion
You can learn a lot more about making lidar accuracy measurements from the ASPRS
Positional Accuracy Standards document (and other resources).

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/9/342
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The 411 on LiDAR Coordinates and Formats
There was recently a question about the Digital Coast lidar holdings via twitter. The questions involved
why our lidar had horizontal coordinates of latitude and longitude. The answers are too long for
twitter, so I’ll try to address them here.
We keep things in their native format and not everyone wants the same projection!

https://coast.noaa.gov/htdata/lidar1_z/

***If we hadn’t turned everything into geographic coordinates, we would probably
need to do the same thing others did and put it out in whatever projection in came
in as (not all UTM by the way).***

The 411 on LiDAR Coordinates and Formats
What about the future?
▪ The USGS and 3DEP plan is to use Albers Equal Area projection as their standard.
▪ There are lots of things to work out still and it’s likely we’ll see data delivered in multiple
projections. Essentially making the same sort of decision we did with geographic and trying to
cover the ground with one system.
▪ They also wanted equal area for consistent acquisition sizes. There are good reasons for having
different projections and your favorite system isn’t going to make everyone else happy.
▪ It’s best to make sure you’ve got some tools to get from one system to another. By the way, all
those reprojections go through geographic to get from one system to another. You’ll also go
through geographic to do datum transformations.
▪ Also…NGS is moving quickly towards GRAV-D, a new official vertical datum, which means once
implemented no more NAVD88.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
We get A LOT of questions about using lidar data in a GIS often. We don’t always get many
details about what data they’re having trouble with or which format it’s in.
A brief overview of various options we have for lidar data and derived products with a
discussion of how they work in a GIS.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
We’ve discussed where and how to get data! Here are some output options and
how they relate to GIS:
• If you get data from the DAV (or other sites), it could be a point cloud, a DEM, or
contours.
• If the data set name doesn’t have DEM in it, we’re starting from a point cloud and the
DEM or contours will be derived from the point cloud upon request. It will be an
automated process without breaklines.
• If the name does have DEM in it, we’re starting with a DEM someone made from the
point cloud and likely applied breaklines and some manual labor to clean up artifacts.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
Point Clouds
The DAV gives you the option of the formats for point clouds. The bulk download will all be in LAZ. Make sure
you see the note at the end of this post if you’re planning to derive surfaces from the point clouds.

LAS
LAS format is a standard from ASPRS and is a very common format for airborne lidar. Any GIS should have no
problem reading this, including the newest LAS version 1.4. You just have to make a new LASD and add the LAS
files to it. ESRI has a tutorial for that.

LAZ
This is an open source format for a compressed LAS file. The compressor/decompressor is laszip (free). ArcGIS
does not like this format. They use a different compression called zLAS, however, that format is proprietary. To
use LAZ with ArcGIS, you simply use the laszip tool above to convert to LAS and then proceed as normal. Note
that all of the bulk download point clouds are in LAZ format, geographic coordinates, and NAVD88 vertical
meters (except a few rare cases where that isn’t possible).

Using Lidar in a GIS
ASCII
The ASCII format option is a bit restricted. It is only going to give you the x,y,z values. If you want to do
any filtering (e.g. only ground points), make sure you do it in the DAV because there won’t be any info
later. This can be imported into ArcGIS the same way you’d import any other ASCII table of data.

Imagine (*.img)
This should also load into ArcGIS without any issues.

Arc Grid
While this will have no problem being read by ArcGIS, it isn’t an option for DAV and there shouldn’t be
any in the bulk download. There might be some that we missed though. It’s a proprietary format, so we
usually transform to TIFF or IMG if we receive them.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
Digital Elevation Models (DEM)
Digital Elevation Models are a raster format representing a surface interpolated from the point cloud data. Usually
it’s only the ground points, though it doesn’t have to be. The DAV will give you a choice of output formats while
the bulk download will typically have whatever was the original format for the data. The bulk download DEMs will
be the solid earth points while you can make some choices, maybe too many, about what points to use.

GeoTIFF (*.tif)
Often just called TIFF files, these should work just fine in ArcGIS. The possible problem you might have is related
to the no-data value. The base specification for TIFF does not have a tag for no-data, but you’ll often have DEMs
that have void areas. Particularly in coastal areas. TIFF files will either use an IEEE not a number (NaN) value or
will use an additional tag proposed by GDAL. Newer versions of ArcGIS should handle both of those.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
Contours
Contours are currently only available by generating them in the DAV from point cloud data sets. There are two formats
available, though we hope to add LandXML as a better solution for CAD users.

Shapefile (*.shp)
Shapefiles are an open format from ESRI and should have no problem importing into ArcGIS.

DXF (*.dxf)
The AutoCAD DXF format can be read into ArcGIS, but you’ll be happier with the shapefiles. We actually make a
shapefile first and then convert to DXF, so there is nothing gained for an ArcGIS user to pick DXF.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
OpenSource GIS
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More Good Stuff! Trainings, Blogs, and Case Studies
• LiDAR 101 Training being revamped! Great online training for
working with LidAR.
• GeoZone OpenSource Blog Series for using LiDAR – coming soon!
• Coastal Inundation Mapping Course – Two-day training that also
includes building bare earth DEMs from LiDAR point clouds and
breaklines.
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Using Lidar in a GIS
Notes on Deriving Products From Point Clouds Useful Tips and Tricks!

https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2014/02/03/mapping-lidar/
https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/30/lidar-and-arcgis/
https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2014/07/23/first-return-lidar-in-digital-coast/

https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2016/02/16/lidar-contours/
https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2019/05/01/bulk-lidar-download-on-digital-coast/
https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2019/03/19/getting-lidar-data-for-a-polygon/
https://geozoneblog.wordpress.com/2014/06/11/taking-stock-of-all-that-lidar/
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Questions or Follow Up
matt.pendleton@noaa.gov
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